
Ravel – Prélude (Ma Mère l’Oye) 

(Ballet version)
Background

‘Ma Mère l’Oye’ was originally written during 1908–10 as a piano duet for Mimie and Jean Godebski, 
children of a close friend of Ravel. It consisted of five pieces based on fairy tales from Charles Perrault, 
Madame d’Aulnoy and Madame Beaumont. In 1911 Ravel was commissioned to write a ballet version of 
the suite, for which he composed new material as well as changing the order of the existing pieces.

However, as the original pieces were essentially unrelated, Ravel needed to find some way of linking the 
various pieces together for the ballet version. His solution was to base the entire ballet on the fairy tale of 
Sleeping Beauty, since, in this tale, Beauty sleeps (and dreams) for a hundred years. The discrete sections 
now become related by all forming part of this ‘dream sequence’. To set up the fairy tale, Ravel composed a 
new Prélude (and a new scene, ‘Danse du rouet et scène’). Although the Prélude is new (it has been called 
a sort of ‘musical once upon a time’), a great deal of the musical material is taken from the original piano 
suite. The orchestral score of each piece in the ballet is annotated with details of the scenario, except for 
the Prélude which gives no indication of any precise correlation between the music and the fairy stories. To 
discover any links between the music of the Prélude and the characters presented, we have to look to that 
material’s use elsewhere in the work. 

Several of the questions set in the brief ’Analysis’ section, some of which are based on the Examples given, 
refer to similar material from elsewhere in the ballet. This is merely for ‘practice purposes’ and to better 
acquaint candidates with Ravel’s musical style. It in no way implies that candidates are expected to study 
these sections for the purposes of the exam.

The structure of the Prélude is as follows. It is rondo-like, but complicated by the fact that A2 presents ‘new’ 
material along with the material of A1, while, in the final section, elements of A are combined with elements 
of B (so making A3/B2):

Section A1 B1 A2* C* A3/B2
Bars 1–7 8–13 14–19 20–351 35–50

* Alternatively, A2, since it includes ‘new’ material, could be termed A2/C, therefore making the fourth 
section D.

[According to Michael A. Cooney: This music paints a picture of a royal christening, which takes place 
at the beginning of the story. The royal theme, stated by the horns, creates a majestic scene. The 
fairies are given a theme signifying the bestowing of gifts on the young princess. The story unfolds 
and the curse is put on the princess by the evil fairy that she will prick her finger on a spindle and 
die from the wound. The good fairy that had been hiding quickly changed the fate of death to one 
of sleep. A time warp occurs and fifteen years pass. The royal theme is heard again, this time in 
the distance, as the King and Queen leave for the summer .]

[For study purposes students are advised to use Ravel’s two-piano transcription of the Prélude, which 
has the piano parts conveniently printed on the same page, along with the orchestral score which can be 
downloaded from the Petrucci Music Library/www.imslp.org. There is also a short score version on the 
WJEC website (with some of the less important details omitted) which may be helpful for students when 
examining the harmony/tonality of the piece .] 
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Analysis

Bars 1–7 [A1]

The opening motif (‘a’) of the first A section is characterised by disjunct parallel triads. [The 4-hand piano 
version contains a misprint here, with the bottom note of the second chord in bars 1 and 2 printed as a G 
instead of an A. The full score gives the correct notes.]  This material appears elsewhere in the ballet in 
various harmonic/orchestral guises, always associated with the Princess (and the Fairies), and reflecting 
the circumstances in which the Princess finds herself. In the original piano duet version this motif appeared 
only at the very end of the final movement, ‘Le Jardin féerique’ (‘The Fairy Garden’), at the point where 
the Good Fairy bestows her blessing on Sleeping Beauty and the Prince. Ex.1 (i) shows the piano solo 
version of these five bars (without the glissandi). Ex.1 (ii), in a short score version, is taken from the end of 
the ‘Danse du rouet et scène’ (‘Spinning wheel dance and scene’) where the Princess has just pricked her 
finger on the spinning wheel, and presents yet another version of motif ‘a’.

Motif (‘b’) (muted horn, bars 3→) is more fanfare-like in character, featuring triplets and dotted notes. This 
reappears (unaccompanied on a solo, muted French horn) in the newly composed ‘interlude’ following 
‘Laideronnette, impératrice des Pagodes’ (‘Little Ugly Girl, Empress of the Pagodas’), marked ‘Au loin, le 
son d’une trompe de chasse’ (‘In the distance, the sound of a hunting horn’), where it precedes the musical 
material of what is the B section in the Prélude. 

A third component enters in bar 33 in the form of a repeated (first inversion) chord of G major on string 
harmonics. The music in bars 1–4 is, suitably, modal (G mixolydian). Bars 5–7 repeat the material of the 
preceding bars, but with several changes/developments:

• The melody of motif ‘a’ is reharmonised, now suggesting a slightly darker G Dorian mode, 
although the harmony is essentially a static C11 (Gm7/C) chord of the type we encountered at 
the opening of Debussy’s ‘Reflets dans l’eau’ (where it was E♭m7/A♭). Note the resulting lack of 
parallelism in the chords as compared with bars 1–4.

• Motif ‘b’ appears immediately, superimposed with motif ‘a’.

• The second statement of motif ‘b’ (bar 6) is freely imitated stretto by a further statement of itself. 
(The three entries occur on C, G and C.)

• Other than instrumentation, describe the similarities and differences between the use of motif 
‘a’ in bars 1–4 of the Prélude and in Ex.1 (i) and (ii). To what extent do you think the scenario 
in each case accounts for any differences?

• Discuss Ravel’s use of the orchestra in bars 1–7. Do not merely mention the instruments used. 
In particular, compare bars 1–4 with bars 5–7.
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Bars 8–13 [B1]

Bars 8–13 switch suddenly to octatonicism (Collection III), the music being underpinned by a pedal A. 
The note B, which is not part of the scale, is mostly treated as an appoggiatura, and momentarily forms 
part of an initial dominant 9th chord on A at the start of each bar. The musical material used here appears 
later in the ballet, in a slightly different form, as part of the same interlude mentioned above (i.e., after 
‘Laideronnette, impératrice des Pagodes’, marked ‘Petit jour. Chants d’oiseaux’ (‘Daybreak. Birdsong’)); at 
this later point motif ‘b’ continues to be used along with the birdsong, etc., just as it is, as we shall discover 
in the Prélude’s final section. 

Against a static chordal backdrop of divided muted strings – the piano duet version unfortunately gives 
something of a false impression of the harmony here – piccolo, flute and oboe each states its own 
fragmentary and mostly repetitive octatonic birdsong motif. The xylophone enters in bar 10 with its own 
short 3-note motif, in diminution in bar 121–2, then slightly altered and curtailed in bars 133–4 and 141–2. 
Sextuplets in 3rds in the clarinets (occasionally using the ‘rogue’ dominant 9th note, B) and harp glissandi 
(which use seven of the eight notes of the octatonic scale) add to the quasi-contrapuntal texture of this 
evocative B section.

Bars 14–202 [A2]

As the B section ends, as suddenly and unexpectedly as it began, on the same A9 chord, the upper three 
notes of this chord are perceived as an E minor triad that forms the start of a repetition of motif ‘a’. The 
melodic outline of this motif is the same as in previous statements, but the harmony is now more chromatic, 
with quite a significant change in the progression between the second and third chords, whose relationship 
is now octatonic. (With its ‘rogue’ B♮, the music here actually continues the same slightly free octatonicism 
of the previous section.) The ‘a’ motif is subjected to one more repetition in bar 16, over which the flute 
introduces a variant of the second phrase of the principal (modal) melody of the ‘Pavane’, the opening 
movement of the original piano suite . [Ex.2 gives the opening bars of this movement.] In the suite the 
harmonic accompaniment included a pedal and a chromatic ostinato. This has here been replaced by a 
chromatically descending movement in divided violins, which, at first, fall in with the chords of motif ‘a’ 
(bar 16), then play a series of triads (E major→E minor→F♯ major→F major(6)) in bar 17. In bars 14–16, 
motif ‘a’ reappears, starting off from a Dm7 chord, a tone down from its previous statements, as does the 
‘Pavane’ melody in the oboe. Slight melodic and harmonic alterations in bars 203–4 bring the section to a 
close on what could be considered a perfect cadence in A major (or possibly an imperfect cadence in D 
minor).

• Comment on Ravel’s use of dissonance in bars 16–201.

• Look back at Ex.1 (ii). Compare and contrast the harmony in bars 1–4 of this example with that 
in bars 16–17 in this A2 section. 
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Bars 20–351 [C]

The material in this section is taken from the piano suite’s ‘Petit Poucet’ (‘Tom Thumb’). Until bar 19, the 
previous modal melody was underpinned by chromatic, rather than its original modal, harmony. Here the 
modal melody is supported by mostly modal harmony, rather than its original tonal harmony that, with 
its mostly stepwise rising and falling melodic outline, either stuck strictly to the C melodic minor scale 
or was more static with inner movement in chromatic minor 3rds over a G pedal. Ex.3 (i) shows the first 
appearance in the piano suite where the stepwise accompaniment depicts Tom Thumb’s laying down a 
trail of breadcrumbs behind him. Ex.3 (ii) shows the slightly later, more chromatic, statement of the same 
material.
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There are what could perhaps be perceived as three (imitative) entries of the ‘Petit Poucet’ theme in bars 
203→, each on a different solo string instrument, with the third (bar 24→) in decorated form and taking 
off from a tonicised C major chord (preceded by a ‘true’ dominant G9 chord in bar 233). In fact, however, 
the third entry is a different melody, and a version of one taken from the central section of ‘Laideronnette, 
impératrice des Pagodes’, depicting Laideronette’s entrance. However, Ravel has initially substituted the 
‘head motif’ of the ‘Petit Poucet’ theme for that of the ‘Laideronnette’ melody, so connecting the two diverse 
melodies and drawing them together within the same section. [See Ex.4 (i), taken from the piano solo 
version of the original suite. The Pagodas mentioned in the title are toy mandarins, not the Asian ‘temples’ 
to which the word usually refers .] The harmony is linear, including some slight chromatic touches, and 
beginning on a pedal A (the ‘tonic’ of the prevailing A Dorian mode). The solo violin entry in bar 24 begins 
to suggest a change to an E aeolian mode as the harmony becomes more static. Gently dissonant major 
2nds also become a feature in bars 25–34, another subtle reference to ‘Laideronnette, impératrice des 
Pagodes’, which, being largely pentatonic, is replete with motivic allusions to this interval, often with the 
same syncopated character – see, for instance, the celesta part in bars 25–31 of the Prélude and the harp 
and celesta parts in the opening section of ‘Laideronnette’. The section ends on a modal cadence of sorts 
on E, concluding with a tierce de Picardie (bars 34–351). 

Section C, then, has undergone a progressive change from an initial, chromatically inflected modality (bars 
20–22) to pure modality (bar 24–31) and finally to pentatonicism (bars 32–34).

• Compare bars 16–19 with bars 20–23. Mention any similarities and differences between these 
two passages? Also mention any similarities in the melodies taken from ‘Petit Poucet’ and 
‘Laideronnette, impératrice des Pagodes’.

• Briefly compare the harmonic setting of the ‘Laideronnette’ melody in both versions. Mention 
Ravel’s use of parallelism in your answer. (To make the comparison easier, Ex.4 (ii) transposes 
Ex.4 (i) down a semitone.)
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Bars 35–50 [A3/B2]

In Debussy’s ‘Colloque sentimental’ Ghost 1’s initial octatonicism gradually dissipated with each successive 
utterance, until Ghost 2 finally (if only briefly) accepted the D♭ major tonality that Debussy associated 
with the ghosts’ experiencing once again their former love. Here, in the Prélude, Ravel, with equally valid 
musical reasons, throws this entire process in reverse, beginning with a simple G mixolydian version of 
motif ‘a’ which then gets progressively darker harmonically at each statement. Its final occurrence in bars 
35–36, with its E major→G minor→B♭ major triads, is the only entirely octatonic statement in the Prélude. 
This is appropriate, not only because the Evil Fairy has by this time cursed the Princess, but because it 
integrates fully with the octatonicism of section B, with which it is now juxtaposed, and even, in terms of 
motif ‘b’, superimposed. (Another important difference between the use of octatonicism in the two pieces 
is that Ravel’s use of it in motif ‘a’ is thoroughly consonant and triadic, involving no dissonance whatever 
until the entrance of motif ‘b’.) In other respects, the statement of motif ‘a’ in bar 35 is most similar to that 
at the opening of the Prélude – its pitch content is identical and the opening bar is repeated just once, 
followed by a single statement of motif ‘b’ on Horn 2, which is this time more dissonant than the previous 
playings. (The ‘undiluted’ octatonicism of this final statement of motif ‘a’ necessitates a slight alteration to its 
melodic outline, with the initial downward leap of a major 7th transformed into a major 6th.) But things begin 
to change immediately, starting with the addition of a solo double bass playing the motif associated with 
the Beast in the piano suite’s ‘Les entretiens de la belle et de la bête’ (‘The conversations between Beauty 
and the Beast)’, the only movement not to have been alluded to in the Prélude to this point, its low C lying 
outside the notes of Collection I. This is closely followed by an equally dissonant imitative entry, at the 
distance of a tritone, of motif ‘b’ on Horn 1.

• Other than harmony/tonality, briefly describe how Ravel suggests a more ominous mood in the 
two statements of motif ‘a’ in bars 35–36.

From bar 39, over a sustained E major chord, the two horns engage in a dialogue based on motif ‘b’ – note 
the tempo indication here, with a crotchet now approximating to a quaver at the previous tempo. 

• Describe exactly how the material in the French horns in bars 39–41 employs motif ‘b’.

The entry of string ‘tremolandi’ signals the start of B2 in bar 42, with the harmony this time beginning on 
a dominant minor 9th. The accompanying string harmonies, then, are different from the first statement 
of B and completely octatonic (Collection I). The woodwind birdsong begins in the same way as before, 
but changes soon occur here, too, with the murmuring clarinet parts slightly more spasmodic now and 
occurring at a different pitch from previously. The horn dialogue continues, but the answering phrases 
become more compressed as we begin to sense the approach of a climax, and an unexpected change of 
harmony occurs in bar 47 as the bass moves a tritone from its pedal E to a B♭. The harmony ceases to be 
octatonic, instead turning into an extended dominant chord on B♭ (with 6th, 9th and 13th), which necessitates 
changes to both the birdsong motifs and to one of the horn parts. This extended dominant actually lasts into 
the next movement (‘Danse du rouet et scène’), only resolving to a highly chromatic E♭ major/minor in bar 
8.


